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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION J5H w
,

BEFORE THE COMMISSION
'94 '1AR 18 E 27

)
)In the Matter Of g{hpDock

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation ) Sourco MatprjiWM
and General Atomics ) License No. SUB-1010 ,

)(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination ) March 17, 1994
and Decommissioning Funding)

)

NATIVE AMERICANS FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT'S
REPLY BRIEF REGARDING APPROPRIATENESS OF

COMMISSION REVIEW OF LBP-94-5
AND Wunurd RULING IN SECTION II. A

SHOULD BE SUSTAINED

Introduction
1994,

As permitted by the Commission's Order of March 3,

Nativo Americans for a Clean Environment ("NACE") horeby replies
("SFC"), whichto the initial brief of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation

supports interlocutory review of LBP-94-5 and urgos the Commis-
sion to reverse that portion of the decision which allows NACE to

>

intervene in this enforcement proceeding as a matter of right.1

As discussed below, SFC has misapplied the standard for inter-
Thus, r

locutory review, which is far from satisfied in this caso.
the Commission should dismiss the Licensing Board's referral

without reaching the merits. If the Commission decidos to

address the merits, however, LDP-94-5 should be custained.

Soquoyah Fuels Corporation's Initial Brief in Opposition to1

the Ruling in Section II.A of LBP-94-5 (March 11, 1994)
(hcreinafter "SFC brief"). General Atomics ("GA") filed a
statement in support of SFC's position, but no brief. The

and advocatedNHC Staff's brief opposed interlocutory review,
the affirmation of LBP-94-5.
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ARGUMENT

INTERVENTION BY NACE WILL NOT HAVE A PERVASIVE OR UNUSUALAND THUS THERE ARE NO GROUHDS FORI. FEFECT ON THIS PROCEEDING,
INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW.

SFC argues that the interlocutory review is warranted under

10 C.F.R. 5 2.786(g) (2) because admission of flACE as a

participant in this case "would affect the basic structure of
thin and other enforcement proceedings in a pervasive or unusual

In support of its position, SFC
manner." SFC Brict at 2, 10.

raises the " specter" of enforcement proceedings run amok by "pri-
llonging

vate prosecutors," who will intimidate licensees from cha
enforcement orders and engage the Commission and licensees in

" unnecessary litigation," " oven if the Commission were to reach a
Id.compromise or other agreement with the regulated person."

" specters," however, SFC's is based more in con-Like most

jocture than reality. The reality in that in LBp-94-5 the Board

hau admitted to this ongoing proceeding an additional party, -|

whose role is narrowly restricted to supporting the NRC's October

15th order with respect to the limited issues that have been put f

It is absurd to claim thatinto contention by the licensee.
licensecc will be intimidated from challenging enforcement orders

by the more prcspect that the Staff's position on these limited |

issues will be buttressed by another voice.
Similarly, SFC exaggerates in making dire predictions that

intervonors who are displeased with proposed settlements between

the Staff and licensees will unnecessarily prolong enforcement

. . . _ , _ _ _ _
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and jhearings at great expense to licensens and the government,
l

namper the NRC Staff in achieving settlements. SFC points to no
I

caso law which holds that an intervonor can insist on prolonged I

litigation of.an enforcement order after the principal parties,
the NRC Staff and the licensee, have settled; nor are we awaro of

Rathor, NRC regulations reasonably provide for review andany.

approval of propound settlement agreements by the Licensing
Board, "with input from all parties to the proceeding." LBP-94-

S, Slip op. at 15, noto 8. The exercise of this opportunity to

challenge the reasonableness of a proposed settlement could have

only a limited, and entirely legitimate, effect on the conduct of 1

i

the litigation. For example, on the basis of information pro- ]
I

vided by an intervenor, the Licensing Doard might reject a pro-
|pocod settlement as unreasonable and proceed with the litigation.

In such a case, continuation of the adjudication would not con- j
i

stitute " unnecessary" litigation instigated solely by the inter- j

venor, but essential litigation required by the Licensing Board |
|
I

in the course of its review under 10 C.F.R. S.2.203 or 5

2. 717 (b) . Similarly, on the basis of information or arguments

providad by an intervenor, the Licensing Board might order addi-
,

tional discovery to establish the reasonableness of a proposed

settlement; or request additional briefing on the legal basis for j
i

approval of the settlement. Such limited additional litigation, ;

|

focused on the reasonableness and legal validity ot the proposed i

!

unttlement, could hardly have the drastic effect or limitless ,

i
i

i

|

|
!
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duration that SFC depicts. 1

SFC's argument that participation by intervenors in enforco--

ment proccodings would " severely limit the Comminnion's enforco-

ment discretion" 10 also unfounded. SFC doos not explain the

basis for its claim that the presence of an intervonor would

somohow hamper the NRC Staff from negotiating a settlement with a ,

licensee, nor can we discern any. These parties are free to dis- I'

cunn and ronolve their differencon without the participation of

an intervenor. While ultimatoly the Staff and liconsee must sub- ,

mit their proposed agreement to the Licensing Doard and other

parties for review of of its reasonablenons, this requirement

exists regard 1onn of whether intervonorn participate.

similarly, there is no merit to SFC's argument that partici-

pation by an intervenor "might even affect the Director's ability

to oxorciso onforcement discretion explicitly reserved under an
!

order."2 The key factor circumscribing the Director's discretion
,t

to modify a proposed Order is the Liconning Board's review and
,

approval authority under 10 C.F.R. SS 2. 203 and 2. 717 (b) , which

e

2 SFC's citation to Hellotti v. NRC, 725 F.2d 1380 (D.C. Cir.
1983), for the proposition that the admission of intervenors
to enforcement proceedings would discourage the URC from
initiating enforcement actions, is completely inapt. In agl-
Aqt11, the Court perceived an advorna offect on NRC enforce-
ment policy if.intervenors cculd demand hearings regarding
NRC Staff enforcement orders, and expand the scopo of the
hearings to include the adequacy of those orders. In this
caso, by contrast, an enforcement hearing hac already begun,
at the instigation of SFC and GA, and the only issue.is
whether the October 15th order should be sustained.

,

s
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exisen regard 1cna of whethor intervenorn participato.3
'

More-

over, intervenors who do participate must function within this ;

regulatory framework.

Finally, it is important to remember amidst the clamor
raised by SFC that the mere prononce of an intervenor in an NRC

adjudication is not an aberration to be wiped out on an emergency ,

basis if it has tho olightest offect on the proceeding, but

rather is a valued component of the NRC's decisionmaking process.

Not only is provision for public participation required by the

Atomic Energy Act for licensing decisions, but it in favored an

a matter of policy even where it is not statutorily required, in

order to " maximize productive public participation in their pro-

ccedings." Portland _ General EJectric CQ2 (Pebble Springs Nuclear

IPlant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, G1G (1976), gitina-

pi[(qp of Communication of United Church of Christ v. FCC, 3S9

F.2d 994, 1005-1006 (D.C. Cir. 1966). Thus, without more, the
.

I
fact that an intervenor has been' admitted to an NRC adjudication

is utterly innufficient grounds for taking interlocutory review.4
-

3 In footnoto 7 of its brief, SFC appears to argue that $
2.717(b) does not apply in this cano. SFC provides no sup-

i

port for this view, nor in it consistent with the plain lan- |
guage of the regulation.

1

4 SPC's argument that the Licencing Board'n ruling would "open |

the floodgates to continuous intervention petitions, by I
permitting petitioners to seek to become parties to proceed-
ings at various stages of an adjudication," la irrational.
SFC brinf at 14. There in no reason or opportunity for
intervenorn to exercise their hearing rights beforo a
licensee requents a hearing; and afterwardo, the Licensing
Board has the discretion under 10 C.F.R. S 2.714 to judge the
timeliness of intervention requests in relation to the date
when the hearing conocnced. Thus, adminnion of NACE to this
proceeding would set no adverse precedent with respect to the
timing of interventionn in enforcement proceedings.
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In this case, SFC has failed to demonstrato that NACE's interven-
tion in this proceeding would have a " pervasive or unusual"

offect on this proceeding, and thus the Commission should declino

to take interlocutory review.

'3UMING THAT LDP-94-5 SATISFIES THE COMMISSION'S STANDARDII.
r INTERLOCU1'ORY REVIEW, IT SHOULD BE SUSTAINED.

3FC makes three argumentn in opposition to LBP-94-5, none of

which are pursuasivo. Firnt, SFC tries to expand on the narrow

holding of Bgliotti, arguing that it " establishes that only those
who ponose an enforcement order which purports to make a facility
nafer have the requisito interest to request a hearing and/or to

intervene in a proceeding." SFC Brief at 15-16. Howevor, as the |

Licensing Board observed in LDP-94-5, all that the Court held
there was that Massachusetts Attorney General Bellotti had no I

right to a hearing for purposes of challenging tho sufficiency of
an enforcement order.5 725 F.2d at 1382. Here, the circum-

ntances are completely different: the .liennsee has challenged an !

order imposing measures which the NRC ceems necessary for pro-

taction of public health and safety, and a hearing has been com-

menced at the licensec's request. Thus, by virtue of SFC's hear-
)

ing request, it is now uncertain as to whether the decommission- )
|
i

a

5 Morcover, the portions of the Bellotti opinion cited in GFC's ,

'

brict not only constitute dicta, but they also contradict the
position taken by the Commission in that case, as quoted by
the Licensing Board in note G of LBP-94-5. See NACE initial l

brief at 11. !

|

l.

I
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|ing financing measuren deemed necessary by the NRC Staff for pro-

tection of public health and safety ultimately will be onforced.
Accordingly, because the outcome of this " proceeding" could have j

an adverse effect on NACE's intoresta, NACE has satisfied 10 |
,

C.F.R. 5 2.714.
SFC also challengou the Licensing Board's relianco on ,

I

t ypJear Enginonrina Co (Sheffield, Illinois, Low-Level Radioac- |J m
|

tive Waste Disposal Sito), ALAD-473, 7 NRC 737 1978) and

ppirvland_ Power Cooperativo (Lacrosse Doiling Water Reactor),

LBP-80-26, 12 NRC 367 (1980). However, although SFC may disagree-

with $b_ef f iel d , it rnmains a valid precedent.6 SFC attempts to

distinguish Lacrosag on the ground that the languago used in that
!

hearing notice (i.e., whether cpecific measuren should be taken)
was different than the October 15th order, which mercly poses the

quantion of whether the order should be sustained. This is a

distinction without a difference. In haCrosse, the measuros
I

required in the enforcement order were spalled out in the hearing
notice; in this case, they havo ossentially been incorporated by

reference. The practical offect is the same for the intervanor,

.

I

1

l

|

6 SFC's attack on the windowm of Sheffield, based on allegedly
" complex questions" about the party status of the would-be
intervenors in that caso, is unpersuasive. It is almost i

unimaginable that a proponent of a commercial nuc1 car license |
would insist on continuing a proceeding, ovun after tho |

'

applicant had withdrawn.

___ . - . . . _-
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whose role is rostricted to supporting the enforcement of the

;pocific measures of the Staff's order.7
Finally, SFC argues that the right to intervene in an enfor-

cement proceeding must be " coextensive" with the right to a hear-

ing under the Atomic Energy Act, and that LBp-94-5 is not con-
sistent with this requiroment. To the extent that SFC's con-

voluted arguments can be understood, they are dead wrong. There

is nothing in the Atomic Energy Act or any NRC regulation that

impedes the Commisnion's authority, as established in 10 C.F.R. S

2.714, to widely permit intervention to persons adversely by

adjudicatory proceedings, whether they involve licensing or
3

enforccmont actions. Regardless of what other regulations.the |
;

l
.

Commission may institute under Subpart D of 10 C.F.R. Part 2 for

the protection of licensee's rights in enforcement mattern, S
1

j 2.714 has independent vitality as the Commission's chosen' vehicle

to provido for public participation in such proceedings.8

:

.

1 I
1

,

7 SFC argues that Lastensq is distinguishable because in that
caso the intervonors timely requested a hearing within the
timeframe provided by the hearing notice. However, the
Licensing Board has exhaustively discussed the timing of
NACE's hearing request and determined that it was timely.
See LDP-94-5 at 26-35. In any event, this innuo is not
before the Commission.

8 In any event, as discunced in NACE's initial brief at 8-10,
this adjudication in a Section 189a proceeding under the
Atomic Energy Act because it involves the amending of SFC's
licenso.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasonn, the Commlunion should deny inter-

locutory review. If it decidos to take interlocutory review,

LBP-94-5 should be sustained.
Respectfully submitted,

"

-_,

D ano curran
Harmon, curran, Gallagher
& Spiolberg
6935 Laurel Avenue, Suite 204
Takoma Park, MD 20912
(301) 270-5518

March 17, 1994
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I certify that on March 17, 1994, copies of the foregoing NATIVE
AMERICANS FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT'S REPLY BRIEF REGARDING
APPROPRIlsTENESS OF COMMISSION HEVIEW OF LDP-94-5 AND WHETHER
RULING IN SECTION II.A SHOULD BE SUSTAINEDwere servad by FAX
and/or first-class mail or as indicated bolew on the following:
*Ivan Solin, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

00
crm q3*Forrest J. Remick, Commissioner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission fy5 "

E.@MWashington, D.C. 20555 a3:5,. :e
5
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,
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*E. Gail do Planque, Comminsionar a,, * x m

a | cy
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

if, A, n cs
Washington, D.C. 205552 Ug "
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*Kennoth C. Rogers, Commissioner '''"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisnion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Office of Commission Appellato Adjudication ,

|

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commincion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Administrative Judge James P. Gleason |

,

Atomic Safoty and Liconcing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commicsion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Administrativo Judge G. Paul Bollwerk
Atomic Safety and Licensing Doard

|U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 |

!

|Administrative Judge Jerry R. Kline
Atomic Safety and Licencing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

i

Administrative Judga Thomas D. Murphy
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Wachington, D.C. 20555

* Steven R. Hom, Esq.
Richard G. Bachmann, Esq.
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Office of General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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